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My name is Kassy LaBorie, and I’m the founder and principal
consultant at Kassy LaBorie Consulting, LLC. I am a virtual classroom
master trainer, that is, I specialize in developing trainers to be
engaging and effective when facilitating programs in platforms such
as Zoom, WebEx, Adobe Connect, and more. 

I also train and coach producers, the virtual classroom trainer’s
partner in effective facilitation, as well as instructional designers
tasked with creating or converting content for virtual classroom
delivery. And I advise learning and development leaders in areas like
virtual classroom strategy, technology selection, logistics, and more.

In short, I have over 20 years of experience in passionately helping
organizations, learning teams, and training professionals successfully
move to the virtual environment. 

KASSY LABORIEKASSY LABORIE
Introducing:



Virtual Trainers are heroes. So are the instructional
designers and producers who support them. Never was
this more apparent than when a global pandemic
changed the world, bringing learning and development to
the foreground. Everyone needed to learn how to work in
new ways, and they needed to do it remotely. Virtual
training, meetings, and webinars became the norm not
only at work, but in our personal lives as well.

And just as American professor of mythology Joseph
Campbell describes in his Hero’s Journey—a common
narrative that involves a hero who embarks on an
adventure, is victorious in facing challenges, and emerges
transformed—becoming a virtual trainer is a hero’s
journey, one many found themselves on whether they
wanted it or not!

The following pages contain the first edition of
techniques, ideas, and most importantly, encouragement
for those tasked with creating effective and engaging
learning experiences in a digital world where what
connects us are an internet connection, a webcam, and
the features of an online conferencing platform. The posts
were originally shared on LinkedIn and as such, select
comments have been included.

So, enjoy learning, exploring options, making connections,
and having a bit of fun along the way. Heroes overcome
their fear of training online, manage technical issues, and
help everyone believe online training— which is here to
stay—can be not only necessary, but also engaging and
effective at the same time.

            Kindly, 

Kassy

Becoming a Virtual Trainer
is a HERO'S Journey



THE        HERO'S
JOURNEY
Virtual Trainer's



VIRTUALVIRTUAL
TRAINING HEROTRAINING HERO  
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Enable it in Zoom
It's already there in WebEx Training Center and Adobe Connect

Use nonverbal feedback to create interaction and engagement in your
online meetings, training, and webinars.

Participants use it when you request it AND respond to it.

Pay attention to get attention.

CREATECREATE    ENGAGEMENTENGAGEMENT    USINGUSING  
  NONVERBALNONVERBAL    FEEDBACKFEEDBACK

01:

Cool! Just enabled non-verbal feedback in my Zoom
account! Did not know that was there! Thank you, Kassy!

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=zoom&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6644227022551818240
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=webextrainingcenter&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6644227022551818240
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=adobeconnect&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6644227022551818240
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=training&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6644227022551818240
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=webinars&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6644227022551818240


I have not always been a big fan of being on webcam for the duration of a
Virtual Training or Webinar, but I have recently changed my tune. 

I LOVE it now!

I find it humanizes the experience and brings us all together. There is
something amazing about seeing everyone and smiling that just eases us
all into this unknown environment.

That said, there are so many more ways to create engagement, so don't
stop at just being on webcam and be sure to use all the features like chat,
feedback, whiteboard, polling, breakouts, etc.! 

LOOK GREAT ON WEBCAMLOOK GREAT ON WEBCAM  
02:

And here's something I just learned about: Finishing Powder.  A photography
YouTuber I was watching recommended it to help reduce shine on your subject's,
or your, face. Being a guy, makeup has never crossed my mind. But using it to
reduce a little shine while under the lights might be something I'll look into. 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6645687531662819328
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=webinar&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6645687531662819328


The first 15 minutes - Ask someone to help you just for the
beginning when most technical help is needed.
Take a break - Give participants a break and set up the breakouts
during that time.
Contact The Virtual Learning Collaborative - They have producers
who can help.

Trying to manage the launching of polls, the flow of chat, the muting
and un-muting, and the setup of breakouts just to name a few, takes
knowledge, skill, & focus. These are referred to as the "production
tasks" associated with running a successful & engaging live online
training, but they take your focus away from the sharing of your
message and content, and importantly, the participant's connection
to it!

Don’t have a Producer?

USE A PRODUCER WHENUSE A PRODUCER WHEN
TRAINING ONLINETRAINING ONLINE

03:



LETLET    PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS
ANNOTATEANNOTATE    TO INTERACTTO INTERACT

04:

Put an image related to the topic in the center of the slide. Ask
participants to type their reactions all around it. Call on them to
explain.
Insert a blank table on your slide, add each participant's name to one
box, request they answer a question using the text tool in their
designated space. Call on people to share.
Make a graph or a continuum to add to your slide and let participants
add pointers, initials, or shapes (if you'd prefer anonymity) where they
would place themselves. Discuss as needed.
Teach participants to use these tools and features during opening
exercises.

I like to make my slides a "working space" that we can all collaborate upon.

Here are some ideas:



PREPAREPREPARE    PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS
TOTO    LEARNLEARN    ONLINEONLINE

Help them prepare their ENVIRONMENT so they can focus and learn
while live online.
Teach them the most effective techniques for connecting to and
managing their AUDIO.
Ensure they know exactly how best to COMMUNICATE using the
features of your virtual training platform.

Let's face it: connecting to the virtual classroom training session is the
hardest part. It's where we spend the most time with technical support
issues and overall confusion.

Participants not only do not know how to properly join a session, but they
also do not know how to participate once they are there!

Set them up for success in these 3 ways:

05:

I REALLY appreciate your graphic above because taking a few minutes at the beginning of the call to
establish [expectations] allows for a much more enjoyable experience - whether it's an informal gathering
among friends or a formal meeting among colleagues and/or clients. Creating breakout rooms in Zoom
during my next workshop will be an exciting way to bring intimacy and connection to a larger audience.



ANNOTATEANNOTATE    ONON  
  TRANSPARENTTRANSPARENT    IMAGESIMAGES

Whiteboards are great, but they look boring! Plus, they're separate from
your main training files, meaning you have to click away to facilitate the
activity that asks attendees to annotate. 

The solution? Design your slides to be annotated upon. Using an image is
visually appealing and by making it transparent, it is easy to use the tools
and then to see all the annotations!

06:

Love this idea too, Kassy LaBorie!
Creative and inspiring!

Ahh, the time I've wasted in Photoshop
fixing images for slides.... Thank you for
the tip, Kassy - I didn't know this!!!



BEBE    QUIETQUIET    ONON    PURPOSEPURPOSE
07:

Have you ever been to an online training or webinar when the
trainer/presenter asked a question (great!), requested you answer via chat
(super!), and then - as soon as the first chat came through - they READ IT
OUT LOUD? (!!) And then they kept reading the next one, and the next
one... to the point where you just stopped typing yours because... YOU
COULD NO LONGER THINK!

Virtual Training Heroes - MUTE YOURSELF. Unlike radio broadcasting,
silence is not the enemy. Take a breath. Read their responses to yourself
and think about what they are saying. Let approximately 75% of the
participants respond and then begin to debrief and call upon them to
share and explain.

They need time to think. They then need time to figure out which tool to
use to send their response. When you talk out loud regarding the first one,
the rest of the participants can no longer focus on their own.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=onlinetraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6653309272966914048
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=webinar&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6653309272966914048


What did I just SAY that I could have let the PARTICIPANTS say?
What did I just DO that I could have let the PARTICIPANTS do?

Must I read those bullets or could they have read them and then used
annotation tools to indicate which ones they want to review in-depth?
Must I lecture the process, or could I tell a story, create a scenario, and
ask participants to collaborate on meaning and application?

Virtual training often defaults to presenting content via lecture with a call
for questions at the end. Participants tune out, work on other projects, and
do not actively learn when they are not engaged.

You have the power to change this! When designing and delivering your
virtual training, ask yourself the following questions and make the
necessary changes that will be in the best interest of the reason you are
there - your participants!

For example:

USEUSE    MYMY    VIRTUALVIRTUAL    TRAINER'STRAINER'S    MANTRAMANTRA    
TOTO    CREATECREATE    ACTIVEACTIVE    LEARNINGLEARNING

08:

Give it a try!
Use the
features of your
platform to let
them SAY and
DO instead of
you!

 This is a great reminder not just for virtual
trainings but for all trainings and workshops! 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6654008248355565568


No icon? Look for a phone number instead. Note who does not yet have
an icon next to their name and say, "Tom or Kassy, is that you that has
just joined us? Welcome!"
When using broadcast audio, icons won't appear as you are likely
pushing sound out through computers. Greet people when they
appear on the list, as they should be hearing you when they connect
their computers.

Let's join together and agree to stop greeting our virtual classroom
participants like this: "Who just joined the call?"  

Let's do this instead: When first starting your online session, open the
participant list. It not only displays the names of everyone who has joined,
but it also indicates who has yet to join the audio! Greet people, using their
names, once the audio icon appears next to their names. They cannot hear
or speak until that is there. Rather than asking, "Who just joined?" look at
the list and see who just got the audio icon. And then pleasantly surprise
them by saying, "Welcome, Tom - we're happy you have joined us today!"

WAITWAIT    FORFOR    THETHE    AUDIOAUDIO    ICONICON    
ANDAND    THENTHEN    SAYSAY    HELLOHELLO

09:

Closed
Captioning:
Know who is
attending
and use this
feature as
needed.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualclassroom&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6655820074819035136


A POLL requires you to create the possible choices, so if you only need
their opinion from a specific list, use polling.
A CHAT is completely open-ended, so when you need to brainstorm a
list of ideas or want to have an open dialogue, using chat will be most
effective.

Which feature should I use when designing this learning activity? There are
quite a few features to choose from when planning your virtual training
programs, so deciding which one is right might be confusing.

Consider your learning objective and the experience you want to create
when choosing which feature you want to use. Polling and chat are just
two examples. 

10:
IFIF    YOUYOU    NEEDNEED    THETHE    CONTROL,CONTROL,    

USEUSE    AA    POLLPOLL
IFIF    OPEN-ENDEDOPEN-ENDED    ISIS    WHEREWHERE    IT'SIT'S    AT,AT,

USEUSE    CHATCHAT

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6656540338406125568


"Who added this idea....?"
"Who just typed on the whiteboard...?"
"Would anyone like to explain..."

It is quite uncomfortable for the trainer and all the participants when
this happens in a virtual training:

When using the annotation tools to ask participants to comment and
add their ideas to the learning experience, ask them to first add their
pointers, names, or initials. This will help organize the space as well
as identify who typed what. Now you'll have no excuse to use their
names, call on them, and ask them to explain, share, or discuss!

An alternative is to add their names to the prepared materials
yourself, but you'll need to make sure they are all attending or last-
minute changes will be needed.

KNOWKNOW    WHOWHO    "SAID""SAID"  
  WHATWHAT    BYBY    USINGUSING    NAMES,NAMES,    

INITIALS,INITIALS,    &&    POINTERSPOINTERS

11:

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6658385539860844544


CREATECREATE    ANDAND    ENCOURAGEENCOURAGE  
  CHATVERSATIONSCHATVERSATIONS

Watch the chat more than reading your own slides. (Please don't read
slides.)

What is that, you ask? Why, it is a CONVERSATION using the CHAT.

Chat can be used for so much more than providing information, assisting
with technical support, and sending questions and responses. Encourage
participants to use chat to "talk" to the trainer and to one another.
Participate in the dialogue yourself, verbally responding as if it was said out
loud. Call on people to share more, to elaborate, to connect with each other. 

Using the chat feature in this way turns the typed words into a conversation
and creates a more comfortable learning environment.

There are 2 keys to successful chat management:

12:

Have a
Producer help,
but make sure
to watch the
chat more
than your own
slides.

"Chatversation" BRILLIANT!!! This is one of the key aspects that make virtual even better
than in-person and one of the reasons that I use web conferencing tools in live classrooms.
Chatting that is well integrated into a class gives even introverts a safe way to participate.



Webinar: "lower" level, knowledge-based objectives, larger audiences,
interactive.
Virtual Classroom Training: "higher" level, skills based objectives, smaller
audiences, interactive & collaborative.

How do your participants know what to expect from your webinar?

What about your virtual instructor-led training? Or your live online meeting?
Or are you calling it "live virtual training"? Or is it called "virtual classroom
training"?

We are confused, aren't we? And to top it off, we learning and development
professionals are not in alignment with our definitions and terminology.

Here's what has worked for my training over the past 20 years and it is based
on what needs to be accomplished:

SET EXPECTATIONSSET EXPECTATIONS
BASED ON OBJECTIVESBASED ON OBJECTIVES

13:

"webinar" - one way, information dissemination
"virtual classroom training" - learning and application

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=webinar&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6660949324911923200
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=online&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6660949324911923200
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=training&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6660949324911923200
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtual&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6660949324911923200


Last week when I was sending the participants into small groups to work
together on a shared activity using the breakout room feature, I forgot to
ask the designated leader to confirm they were actually sitting at their
computers, ready to lead. Oops!

Sometimes participants step away, or "zone out," or have a technical issue
that prevents them from responding to the trainer's requests. When it
comes to working in breakouts, some platforms require one person to lead
and be the first to click. Others do not require the click to start, but they all
still need people to be there to start the conversation!

Ask participants to indicate, using their feedback tools, that they are ready
to work in small groups. And it is also a good idea to confirm they
understand the instructions before sending them off on their own as well!

CONFIRMCONFIRM    PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS    AREARE
READYREADY    USINGUSING    FEEDBACKFEEDBACK    TOOLSTOOLS

14: BREAKOUTSBREAKOUTS

I loved learning about your feedback tools! I think they are such a a good
way to encourage participation, especially when it is recognized by the host!



SEPARATESEPARATE    THETHE    ACTIVITYACTIVITY    INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS  
  FROMFROM    THETHE    TECHNICALTECHNICAL    DIRECTIONSDIRECTIONS

Trainer - explain the activity. Answer their questions about completing
the task or assignment.
Producer - explain where to click. Show them how they will use the live
online training platform to work together.

Here's the thing about learning in the virtual classroom - participants are
confused and unable to pay full attention to all that is going on with the
technology while also trying to learn something!

We can help them! Let's make activities less cumbersome and boring and
instead more engaging, clear, and effective! Breakouts are an excellent
feature to use for engagement and hands-on learning. When setting up
your breakout sessions, separate what they are doing from how they are
doing it.

15: BREAKOUTSBREAKOUTS

With so many jobs/tasks containing technical pieces, this is applicable
beyond virtual training and in the realm of everyday work!

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualclassroom&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6663499902875680770


SELECT A TEAMSELECT A TEAM    LEADERLEADER
TOTO    GETGET    THINGSTHINGS    STARTEDSTARTED

Some things do not change.

When facilitating a small group breakout activity, I have found it necessary
to designate a team leader. I like to remind them that great leaders
delegate, so if they don't want the role, then they have the power to
appoint someone else!

The team leader gets things going: starts the conversation, reviews the
assignment, shares their screen, and then makes the plan for the debrief.

Participants are more engaged when they know what to do to be
successful.

16:

"Wait, what did she say we were supposed to do?" - Breakout Participant

BREAKOUTSBREAKOUTS

It's always important to set people up for success. Great tip. 



USEUSE    POLLINGPOLLING    ASAS    AA    QUIZQUIZ    TOTO  
  BREAKBREAK    UPUP    AA    LECTURELECTURE    OROR    AA    DEMODEMO

17:

Those of you who know me likely also know that my 2 least favorite
things to do in a virtual training are:
1. Ask (beg) for volunteers.
2. Use polling.

BUT WAIT! Recently, I was an attendee to another trainer's session
where they walked us through a complex software demonstration. She
"quizzed" us every few moments with a question or two, and I LOVED
it! I'm a tad competitive and wanted to get them ALL CORRECT! So this
made me listen more closely, knowing the quiz was coming!

Now I LOVE polling and am looking for ways to build quizzes into
sections of my training where I know I will be talking a lot.

Once I showed a homepage in a usability test, and when the guy saw a
points total, he was like "oh, you're going to ask me to show you what I
know" and he LOVED that expectation. It feels more like a game.



USEUSE    THISTHIS    BREAKOUTBREAKOUT  
  CHECKLISTCHECKLIST    FORFOR    SUCCESSSUCCESS

18:

Visit the rooms to confirm participants have connected.
Load or help them share the files or their screens.
Remind them they can ask for help.
Send broadcast communication messages and time alerts. 
Welcome them back and debrief as appropriate.

Yep, you probably need a Producer!

Breakouts are one of the most engaging virtual classroom experiences
when they are planned, meaningful, organized, and technically smooth.

Rehearse with a second computer and your squad to build skills and gain
confidence.
 
You got this!

BREAKOUTSBREAKOUTS

Depending on how long the activity is - circulate around a few times to
see if they are on track; you can do this without joining audio (just lurk).
If using Adobe - you can see all the rooms at once and see if they are
working on their whiteboards, and you don't have to go visit.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6654008248355565568


Did you know there are different types of producers who can help you
deliver incredible virtual training sessions  and webinars?

In my second book with ATD Press, "Producing Virtual Training, Meetings, &
Webinars," I outline 3 types of producers, all of which are there to assist
with the technology, of course! 

Here is a quick description of each:
~ Technical Producers ~
Producers whose primary focus is the technical and logistical success of
the event. They are not experts on content, but rather experts on
managing the session itself, no matter the presenter.
~ Facilitative Producers ~
Producers whose primary focus is the technical and logistical success of
the training and may also be skilled to teach segments of the class if
needed, but in a secondary role to the trainer.
~ Start Time Producers ~
People who assist online meetings, webinars, and virtual training sessions
only in the beginning to help everyone connect and get the session off to a
good start. They do not stay for the entire session but do often remain
available to be called back in if assistance is needed.

PRODUCERS: CHOOSEPRODUCERS: CHOOSE    THETHE    BESTBEST    TYPETYPE  
  TO SUPPORTTO SUPPORT    YOURYOUR    EVENTEVENT

19:

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6678676006410182656
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=webinars&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6678676006410182656
https://www.linkedin.com/company/association-for-talent-development/


Greet people as soon as they join
Use their names
Ask them to unmute and say hello
Wave on camera
Participate in a warmup activity
Start on time

Let's lose the music hold, hidden attendee lists, and mute-upon-entry for
our live virtual training sessions. We wouldn't do such things in an in-
person training session, so why do them online? Teach everyone how to
properly connect and participate, and then facilitate active learning rather
than passive lectures.

Do the same types of things you would do in an in-person training session.
Examples include:

20:
BEGINBEGIN    WITHWITH    ACTIVEACTIVE    PARTICIPATIONPARTICIPATION

Great list. Thanks, Kassy LaBorie. I think it is also important to make clear in
advance that participation is encouraged. Too many people get used to being
"passive knowledge recipients" rather than "active knowledge co-constructors."



Conduct a group conversation over the Audio and with Chat
where you encourage "chatversations."
Make time for breakout groups to report back using Screen Share
and Audio.
Ask 2nd and 3rd level questions about impact and challenges
using Chat and Annotation.

My son recently graduated from high school and as I reflect on all
that he has accomplished, and how I feel about all of it (SO PROUD!),
it makes me think of just how quickly time flies.

Isn't this also the case when we deliver our online training sessions?
Time often seems to run out, leaving little to no room to debrief the
learning.

Here are 4 ideas on ways we can help participants to consider what
they have learned so that importantly, they may find ways to apply it:

MAKEMAKE    TIMETIME    TOTO    
DEBRIEFDEBRIEF    THETHE    LEARNINGLEARNING

21:

Allow
independent
reflection time
where
participants
make notes in
their
handouts.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=onlinetraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6681207195926880256


TAKE A BREAKTAKE A BREAK
We're often quite focused on shorter sessions in virtual instructor-led
training, but I find that my classes where we are focused on higher-level
learning objectives need more time so that we can practice and apply the
skills.

But, sitting in front of a computer on camera for hours is a big ask, so I am
a firm believer in taking breaks! After approximately 60 to 90 minutes, give
your live online participants & yourself a break! Take a moment to get
away, stretch, refill your water, coffee, or tea and simply relax.

A few minutes is usually enough! For my 2-hour sessions, we take a 5-8
minute break. I play music and share my screen to www.e.ggtimer.com to
count down our time. I walk away, too!

22:

Thank you for acknowledging that breaks are just as necessary for facilitators! I
use pretty much the same standards, but use longer breaks challenging concepts—
particularly with new hires. I’ve also used break activities, where we play a quick
90-second game/challenge about a topic completely unrelated to the lesson
(usually food) to give a mental break. I think that helps the group to refocus.



Whom do you need to focus on when participating in a live virtual training
session? Well, it depends on what is happening. A collaborative discussion?
It's effective to have the cameras spotlight the active speakers. But when
would it be best to focus on just one camera?

Recently I was working with a technical trainer who needs to teach
participants how to use diagnostic equipment. He uses the camera to
zoom in on the different parts and details and wants people to ask
questions as this occurs. We needed the camera to stay put and not move
around to the people asking questions. We decided to pin the camera to
him so it stayed focused on the equipment the entire time.

LOCKLOCK    THETHE    SPEAKER'SSPEAKER'S  
  CAMERACAMERA    ININ    PLACEPLACE

23:

Great tip! Being purposeful about when to use video is
important, but I hadn’t thought about this level of specificity!

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6684081274837118976


Admit it, sometimes we trainers, facilitators, & presenters can be a bit
controlling!

We mute everyone rather than ask them to quiet their space & contribute
because it's easier. We don't pay attention to the feedback icons because
we didn't realize they were there. Or, we don't conduct open discussions
because it takes too long and plus - the mute problem.

Well, all of this is taking away from a collaborative and open environment.
It places the responsibility of creating and maintaining the energy of the
class all upon you.

Encourage the participants to create their own virtual classroom training
experience!

GIVEGIVE    PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS    THETHE    FREEDOMFREEDOM    TOTO    
CREATECREATE    THEIRTHEIR    OWNOWN    EXPERIENCEEXPERIENCE

24:

Make the chat and
the attendee list
public.
Unmute the audio
and have open
discussions.
Let them annotate.
Collaborate in
small groups.
Laugh and enjoy!

I tell participants I'm gonna give them a super power to share their
responses with me now - just when I'm about to allow participants to
annotate...I remember as a trainee I loved to write on the trainers
screen and feel they enjoy doing the same...the trainer can always
guide the participants and encourage them to use annotation.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualclassroomtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6684862124323311618


GIVEGIVE    CLEAR,CLEAR,    DIRECT,DIRECT,
ACTIONABLEACTIONABLE    INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS

Be concise with our words.
Begin with actions - on slides and in their handouts.
Give time for questions and clarification.
Don't forget to add the technical direction so they know HOW to
respond: chat, raise hand, annotate, etc.

Virtual classroom participants are not hanging on your every word. They
just don't listen as much as we'd like to think, and I'm certain of it because
when I'm an attendee, I struggle, too!

So when it comes to giving instructions, it is important for virtual trainers
to be clear. I've also found that people respond best when I am concise...
when I use fewer words and get to the point.

Think "at a glance" every time you deliver instructions. Participants are
distracted, so here's what we can do:

25:

Participants are not hanging onto the facilitator’s every word??! Wait. What?? Lol. Great tips, Kassy! 
I like how your tips can be used even when the software might be of the more basic variety. Thank you.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtrainers&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6686252590897868800


STRATEGICALLYSTRATEGICALLY    MANAGEMANAGE  
  MUTINGMUTING    &&    UNMUTINGUNMUTING

Webinars: Larger audiences, shorter in duration, inspirational, & often
for information sharing. It is likely best if muted.
Virtual Training: Smaller groups, longer in duration, skills-based learning
activities, group discussions, & sharing of experiences. The ability to
unmute is necessary!

When we participate in an in-person training session, it's typically expected
we'll be talking with one another.

When we attend a live online session, it's often expected we will be muted,
not talking with one another. But is this the most effective experience for
the online session? It depends on your learning objectives.

Sitting & listening the whole time is rarely engaging. Let them talk!
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I like to talk about this at the start of the session. If it's a smaller group, I encourage
them to ask questions and provide opinions and observations just as they would in an
in-person classroom. If there is some type of visual signal, such as a raised hand, that
helps. Or, if appropriate, just speak up. I also remind them that if there is background
noise where they are, then stay on mute until they need to talk.



It's often the simplest of things that make me smile. 

Yesterday, while in a Zoom session with an ATD chapter, one of the
participants was sending emojis in the chat and the entire group loved it!
The energy that came through at that moment was incredible so we all
stopped what we were doing to have a mini-lesson on how to send our
own.

Today, I share it with you! The Windows Emoji Picker can be used in many
places and in my screenshots below you can see how they look in Zoom.
Simply press the Windows Key and then the semicolon (;) to get the menu,
choose your emoji, and press send.

Try it on your platform and see how it works to brighten up your chat
communications.

BRIGHTENBRIGHTEN    UPUP    THETHE    CHATCHAT    USINGUSING    
THETHE    WINDOWSWINDOWS    EMOJIEMOJI    PICKERPICKER
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Who knew! This could be so fun especially for groups
that meet for multiple sessions. A nice way to mix it up!

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=zoom&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6691703981439229952


It's been the type of week where celebrations were a part of every online
session I led and attended.

My son has graduated from high school, so we had a virtual open house, I
met with like-minded master trainers to form a new mastermind group, I
was a guest on Joel Silverstone's podcast, and I got to deliver the story of
how virtual trainers are on a hero's journey in a webinar hosted by the
Virtual Learning Collaborative!

We played music, we networked, and we shared experiences and it has
made me appreciate how easy web conferencing platforms make it for us
to connect.

Thank you, Zoom, for making it simple to share music without sharing my
screen and without having to hold my mic up to my speakers for everyone
to hear! I'm almost embarrassed to say that I just learned this because I
had not yet clicked on the "Advanced" tab after clicking "Share Screen." 

PLAYPLAY    MUSICMUSIC    ASAS    
PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS    JOINJOIN    ININ    ZOOMZOOM
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Kassy, you virtual training hero, I’m still dancing from the music you played on our
call. You played it, and instantly we were moving our arms and smiling.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6654008248355565568
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6654008248355565568
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6654008248355565568
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6654008248355565568
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6654008248355565568


August 4 is the day I celebrate another trip around the sun, and it has me
reflecting on the various ways we can celebrate the successes and
accomplishments of our virtual participants.

I love to make special slides when I know that things are happening like
birthdays, promotions, babies on the way, retirements, and weddings. I like
to put them in the middle of the class activities as a surprise!

I make sure people can post certificates of achievement and completion
on social media sites like LinkedIn so that they can proudly display their
hard work.

I also enjoy putting cards, certificates, and other surprises in the mail,
posting to collaborative channels on Teams or Slack, and even having the
team sign a digital card that can be shared or posted.

CELEBRATECELEBRATE    &&    RECOGNIZERECOGNIZE    
PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS
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Beautiful. What better way to make it personalized. Awesome, Kassy.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=celebrate&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6696421480839831553


"Do you see my slides?"
"The chat should be showing on your
screen too! (?)"
"The annotation toolbar is on the top of
my screen. Isn't it in the same place as
yours?"

When I first started delivering virtual
training, I felt so confused about what it
looked like for my participants. I couldn't
see them, I barely understood what I was
looking at, and I just wanted to know if it
looked the same for me as it did for
them.

As soon as I used another computer to
join as an attendee, my virtual training
world changed. I found another
computer lying around the office and set
it up on my desk so that I could see my
main computer as I
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USEUSE    AA    2ND2ND    COMPUTERCOMPUTER    TOTO    

JOINJOIN    ASAS    ANAN    ATTENDEEATTENDEE

Give accurate technical support.
Provide clear instructions.
Present with confidence!

delivered, and this second one at the
same time. I could look over to my
left and experience attending my
own session.

I could finally see their view and truly
understand their experience plus...

So simple yet so brilliant!

It's exactly like saying, "Put
yourself in their shoes."



We trainers have a lot to say. We can fall into lecture mode or "let me just
tell you this real quick" quite easily.

Virtual trainers are no different, arguably even more guilty! We blame the
technology or the lack of interaction and choose to tell the participants
the details and then hope they have questions.

Stop it.

Ask before telling! Follow these 4 simple steps the next time you have to
share content and enjoy how relatable, relevant, and lively your training
becomes!

ASK BEFORE TELLASK BEFORE TELL
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Love this, Kassy! Always, make it a conversation!
Your learners bring so much experience to your
sessions...make it an opportunity for them to
connect their past experiences to your content.

This is a great tip - asking first highlights pre
conceptions, helps you gauge existing knowledge,
builds everyone's story bank and helps build the
learning connections with their existing knowledge.

ASK.ASK.
LISTEN.LISTEN.
RESPOND.RESPOND.
TELL.TELL.

REPEAT!REPEAT!



Too many virtual training sessions and webinars start late! People have
back-to-back meetings and then a long list of unexpected technical
problems that prevent them from making it to their next online session on
time.

And then trainers and presenters don't think to prepare welcoming
activities, opting to open only a few minutes early and then placing
participants on "music hold" until start time. This strategy passively opens a
session, setting a tone that says, "sit and listen," rather than "participate and
be actively involved."

Make a change!

Open your session early. My standard is 30 minutes, and I invite
participants to join early so we can get the conversation going and deal
with any problems - just like in person!
 

Always start and finish on
time. I think it adds to your
credibility as a facilitator.

OPENOPEN    EARLY,EARLY,  
  STARTSTART    ONON    TIMETIME
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I then start on time
because
participants have
already joined.
Those who
couldn't usually try
to the next time
because they realize
I am being
respectful of the
time we have
allotted for this
session. I make sure
to end on time, too.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6702230508413181952
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=webinars&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6702230508413181952
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=trainers&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6702230508413181952
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=presenters&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6702230508413181952


PowerPoint: Click on the Slide Show menu option, and then select
Always Use Subtitles. Choose the language from Subtitle Settings.
Teams: Simply turn on Live Captions and it captions not only the
presenter but others who speak too.
Google Slides: Select the "CC" button from the toolbar at the
bottom of your slides.

It's easier than ever to enable subtitles or captions for your virtual
presentations! I've found this quite helpful when presenting to a
global audience, and especially useful to change the language to
match your audience. I have tested it live while presenting in Zoom &
sharing my screen with my PowerPoint slides, and it works
wonderfully.

PRESENTPRESENT    USINGUSING    SUBTITLESSUBTITLES    
OROR    CAPTIONSCAPTIONS
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Thanks for the tip, just tried it and love it. We’re going
to enable this for our VLCs to help non native English
speakers and our hearing impaired colleagues.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=subtitles&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6711675754230374401
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=captions&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6711675754230374401
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=zoom&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6711675754230374401


For this technical tip, I am reminded of the phrase and title of Rick Page's
book, "Hope is Not A Strategy." Take charge and do what your participants
need: help them make the virtual training platform work, rather than
hoping it will be okay when they click the link!

Send participants links so they can test their connections and systems.
Most of the platforms have both a downloaded version and a web-based
version that won't require a download. Either way, have them test to make
sure they have all they need to actively participate in the training activities
you have planned for them.

Note that most platforms require participants to download something in
order to have full access to all the features. If using the web-based versions,
be sure to inform yourself of the differences so you can plan your activities
accordingly.

TEST THE VIRTUAL TRAININGTEST THE VIRTUAL TRAINING
PLATFORM IN ADVANCEPLATFORM IN ADVANCE
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This is a great reminder. No doubt, participants want to
have the feeling of being ready too, and this gives them
as well as the facilitator, some peace of mind.



CLEARLYCLEARLY    INDICATEINDICATE    HOWHOW  
  PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS    SHOULDSHOULD    RESPONDRESPOND

"Who has the first question?" -Silence
"What ideas would you like to share?" -Nothing
"How will you use these new ideas?" -Is anyone here?

Welcome to a day in the life of the virtual trainer. When delivered like
above, it is not an engaging experience... for anyone! BUT, there is a
solution to the dreaded silence we often face when delivering live online
training in platforms like Zoom, WebEx, Adobe Connect,  and Teams.

Tack on the technical direction! Clearly indicate HOW participants should
respond, and you'll be stunned at the transformation of your classes from a
one-person "show" to an interactive and dynamic group learning session!

Use the features of your platform to clearly indicate how you'd like
participants to respond and don't forget to teach them how to use the
features first!
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Love your work, Kassy. I couldn’t agree more. Using technology
as part of your session helps everyone get involved. 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtrainer&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6714519144672309248
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=zoom&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6714519144672309248
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=webex&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6714519144672309248
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=adobeconnect&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6714519144672309248
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=msteams&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6714519144672309248


FOCUSFOCUS    ONON    THETHE    OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES
Your virtual instructor-led training does not need to be an exact copy of
the in-person version.

It needs to be aligned with the objectives.

When designing your virtual training (any training!), it is important to focus
on what participants will be able to do once they leave the session. The
exact way you may have arrived at this during an in-person training may or
may not work live online.

Not to worry! Focus on the result and use the available strategies and tools
you have in your virtual classroom technology. 
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USEUSE    THETHE    "NEVER"NEVER    FAIL"FAIL"
DEBRIEFDEBRIEF    PROCESSPROCESS
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Do not speak until approximately 75% of the participants have
responded. (Note, I am not referring to webinars. My virtual training is
collaborative smaller groups.)
Do not re-read verbatim what was added.

"Great, thanks for that."
"I love your responses. Thanks."
"Thanks for your chats."

The above replies are not helpful and yet, they are commonly uttered by
virtual trainers and presenters everywhere. They are disengaging our
participants. I'd also argue that they are telling participants they should
not bother responding next time!

After a chat brainstorm, or a collaboration using annotation tools, take the
time to properly debrief the interactions. Here is my "never fail" process:

And then follow these 3 steps:

Summarize the key messages
and themes.
Spotlight, or focus in on
several people (use their
names) and ask them to
explain, share, or comment.
Transition with a thoughtful
wrap-up, connecting
responses to the learning and
transitioning to what's next.

I love being able to take what my participants share and tie it back to connect other pieces of
information that were discussed already. This helps to broaden thought processes when needed.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=virtualtrainers&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6727961501405085696


Virtual classroom training is here to stay, and web and video
conferencing is ubiquitous. The 2nd Edition of Interact and
Engage! offers proven strategies for captivating your live online
audience. With more than 75+ activities ranging from openers
and icebreakers to closers, virtual event and instructional
design experts Kassy LaBorie and Tom Stone present a
framework for igniting online training programs, meetings,
and webinars.

Have you ever found yourself confidently delivering content
for a virtual training session, webinar, or online meeting only
to have a participant drop off? Or, have you bravely launched
breakout sessions but found that participants got lost on
where to go? These scenarios illustrate the convergence of
virtual session facilitation and production. While attention is
most often paid to the facilitation of virtual sessions,
significantly less is devoted to producing them. Producing
Virtual Training, Meetings, and Webinars rectifies this gap.

KASSYKASSY    LABORIELABORIE

KASSY.LABORIE@GMAIL.COM@KASSYCONSULTING631.332.6091LINKEDIN.COM/IN/
KASSYLABORIE/

Also by

https://kassyconsulting.com/book-producing-virtual-training-meetings-and-webinars/
https://twitter.com/KassyConsulting
https://kassyconsulting.com/book-interact-and-engage-2nd-edition/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kassylaborie/
https://kassyconsulting.com/book-producing-virtual-training-meetings-and-webinars/
https://kassyconsulting.com/book-interact-and-engage-2nd-edition/
mailto:kassylaborie@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/KassyConsulting
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kassylaborie/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kassylaborie/


I would love to come speak at your event. Speaking events
include: keynotes at conferences, podcasts, interviews, and
more.

LET'SLET'S    TALK!TALK!

KASSYCONSULTING.COMKASSYCONSULTING.COM
Learn. more @

I'd love the opportunity to get to know
you and learn more about your virtual
training challenges and needs. Contact
me directly to determine the best
solution for your organization. Check
out the different ways we could work
together, online or in person, below.

WORKSHOPS 

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
5 sessions, 2 hours each - Become a virtual trainer, designer, and
producer and earn your hero badge! 

SPEAKING

1 hour, 90 minutes, 2 hours - many ways to learn about virtual
training!

WEBINARS
1 hour presentation for quick wins. Recordings available for 30
days.

https://kassyconsulting.com/
http://kassyconsulting.com/


KASSYCONSULTING.COM/CERTIFICATE-PROGRAMSKASSYCONSULTING.COM/CERTIFICATE-PROGRAMS
Learn. more @

Virtual Trainer
Develop the necessary skills to become savvy virtual
trainers, presenters, and facilitators who
consistently engage live online participants!

Virtual Designer
Design instructional approaches and materials for
engaging and effective live online training
programs.

Virtual Producer
Manage the virtual classroom technology and
support the trainers, presenters, and attendees
with ease!

BECOMEBECOME    AA    VIRTUALVIRTUAL    TRAINER,TRAINER,    
DESIGNER,DESIGNER,    &&    PRODUCERPRODUCER

Trainer
Designer Producer

Earn your certificate and badge today!

https://kassyconsulting.com/certificate-programs/
https://kassyconsulting.com/certificate-programs/
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